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DISPOSITION:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER

APPLICATION DENIED
SUMMARY

In this order, the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission)
denies an application filed by Oregon Electric Utility Company, LLC, et al. (collectively
referred to as Applicants) to acquire Portland General Electric Company (PGE). We
cannot conclude that customers would be better served under this acquisition than they
would be if PGE remained as a separate and distinct entity. The Applicants presented a
detailed proposal designed to benefit and protect ratepayers. In response to concerns
raised by the staff of the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Staff) and other parties to
this proceeding, Applicants supplemented their proposal to include numerous conditions
to offset alleged harms. While these conditions have mitigated or eliminated certain
harms arising from this transaction, we find that sources of harms remain that pose a risk
to the utility and its customers. Together, these potential harms outweigh the potential
benefits of the acquisition, which, for reasons we explain, are minimal. Based on these
findings, we conclude that the application fails to serve the customers of PGE in the
public interest.
We decline to modify the application by crafting additional conditions to
offset these harms. While the extent of our authority to issue conditional orders is
unclear, the harms presented, and the conditions necessary to mitigate them, are so
intertwined that we cannot propose them without substantially rewriting the basic terms
of the agreement. Moreover, in many instances, there are multiple sets of conditions that
could be used to address these harms. If we were to undertake a redrafting of the
agreement, we lack the necessary basis to determine which conditions, and in what
combinations, are most appropriate.
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INTRODUCTION
We begin by describing in detail the long procedural background of this
docket and addressing outstanding legal motions. We next discuss the context of this
proceeding. Then, we examine the legal standard governing this proceeding, followed by
our findings of fact supported by the extensive record. Finally, we set forth our
conclusions by applying the legal standard to those findings of fact.
I.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

On March 8, 2004, Oregon Electric Utility Company, LLC (Oregon
Electric), TPG Partners III and IV, L.P. (known collectively as “TPG”), Managing
Member LLC (Managing Member), Neil Goldschmidt,1 Gerald Grinstein and Tom Walsh
(known collectively as “Local Applicants”)2 filed an application under ORS 757.511,
asking the Commission to authorize the purchase of PGE from Enron Corporation
(Enron). The subsequent proceeding lasted approximately one year and involved dozens
of parties and thousands of documents. We describe the procedural background
according to the following areas: parties, public comment process, evidentiary matters,
and formally scheduled events. We also resolve outstanding motions and address the
violation of the protective order.
A.

Parties

On March 16, 2004, Kathryn Logan and Christina Smith, Administrative
Law Judges (ALJs), held a prehearing conference on this matter in Salem, Oregon. At the
conference, the ALJs acknowledged the Citizens' Utility Board of Oregon’s (CUB) notice
of intervention, and granted petitions to intervene filed by the following parties: PGE;
Enron; Industrial Customers of Northwest Utilities (ICNU); Laurence Tuttle; Northwest
Independent Power Producers Coalition (NIPPC); Fred Meyer Stores and Quality Food
Centers; PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power and Light Company (PacifiCorp); IBEW Local
125; Gary Duell; Kafoury Brothers LLC and Commercial Customers Group; Tualatin
Valley Water District; Portland Metropolitan Association of Building Owners and
Managers (BOMA); Oregon Energy Partnership; Community Action Directors of Oregon
(CADO); Oregon Energy Coordinators Association (OECA);3 Utility Reform Project
(URP); Lloyd Marbet; League of Oregon Cities; Leonard Girard; Grieg Anderson;
City of Glendale, California; Renewable Northwest Project (RNP); West Linn Paper
Company; and Eugene Water and Electric Board (EWEB).4
1

On May 6, 2004, Neil Goldschmidt’s name was withdrawn from the application. Peter Kohler,
Duane McDougall, and Robert Miller were added as applicants on July 13, 2004.
2
Throughout this order, the entire group of applicants is referred to as “Applicants.” We will name the
specific applicant when referring to less than the entire group.
3
CADO and OECA were represented by the same counsel and often submitted joint filings, which we will
indicate as submitted by CADO/OECA.
4
BPA and EWEB often submitted joint filings, which we will indicate as submitted by BPA/EWEB.
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The ALJs subsequently granted party status to the following intervenors:
City of Portland; Strategic Energy LLC (Strategic Energy); Confederated Tribes of the
Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon; Constellation NewEnergy, Inc.; Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA); EPCOR Merchant and Capital Inc; Multnomah County;
NW Energy Coalition; Columbia River PUD; Associated Oregon Industries (AOI); PGE
Pension Enhancement Committee; Hydropower Reform Coalition and American Rivers
(Hydropower Reform/American Rivers); Oregon Department of Housing and Community
Services (OHCS); Friends of the Clackamas River; Daniel Meek; Ken Lewis; Katherine
Futornick; Michael Caruso; Frank Nelson; and Nancy Newell.5
In addition, CUB, ICNU, and AOI sought and obtained issue fund grants
for intervenor funding pursuant to OAR 860-012-0100. In various orders, the
Commission approved proposed budgets, requested intervenor funding grant reports, and
granted requests for payment from these three parties. See Order Nos. 04-303, 04-352,
05-003 and 05-026.
B.

Public Comment Process

To provide information and obtain comment from PGE ratepayers and
members of the public about the proposed acquisition, the Commission held two styles of
public comment meetings: informal open house gatherings and formal town hall
comment meetings. The Commission held five open house gatherings throughout PGE’s
service territory as follows: Tualatin on April 8; Portland on April 12; Salem on
April 13; Gresham on April 14; and Hillsboro on April 19. The Commission conducted
formal town hall meetings in Salem on April 27 and in Portland on April 28. All of the
meetings were held in the evening to maximize public participation. The Commission
also received public comment by letter, electronic mail, and telephone.6
C.

Evidentiary Matters

With its application, Oregon Electric filed a motion for a general
protective order to govern the disclosure of confidential and proprietary information
subject to discovery in this case. ALJ Smith granted the request in Order No. 04-139,
which established a process through which parties resolve discovery disputes concerning
sensitive information. A total of 18 parties signed the protective order, agreeing to be
bound by its terms in exchange for access to the confidential information.
Oregon Electric subsequently filed a motion for additional protection
under the protective order in response to certain data requests made by ICNU and CUB.
5

We refer to the intervening parties, with the exception of PGE and Enron, as “Intervenors” throughout this
order, even though many of these parties did not actively participate in the docket. Where necessary, we
will name specific intervenors when referring to less than the entire group.
6
The Commission’s Consumer Services Division received phone calls, which were reduced to writing and
placed in the public comment file.
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ICNU, CUB, and the City of Portland opposed the request. After a reply from
Applicants, ALJ Smith denied the motion and ordered the parties to collaborate on a
method of disclosure. See ALJ ruling (May 28, 2004). Applicants subsequently moved
for certification of the ruling for Commission consideration, a request opposed by ICNU
and URP. After negotiations with the parties, Applicants withdrew their motion.
On May 21, 2004, PGE filed a motion for a protective order related to
ICNU's request to depose Peggy Fowler. After further comment and argument from the
parties, ALJ Logan issued a ruling allowing the deposition to be held, with guidance as to
what issues were considered relevant to the proceeding. See ALJ ruling (June 25, 2004).
Shortly thereafter, ICNU and PGE submitted a stipulation allowing an in camera review
to resolve their disputes regarding whether Peggy Fowler's electronic mail messages were
subject to discovery by ICNU in preparation for her deposition. Following argument
from ICNU, City of Portland, PGE, Enron, and Applicants, the ALJs issued interim and
final rulings addressing the documents to be disclosed. See ALJ ruling (Sept 3, 2004).
On July 19, 2004, Staff moved to compel the production of certain
material from Applicants, but later withdrew its motion.
On October 18, 2004, ICNU filed a motion to admit transcripts of
Peggy Fowler and Kelvin Davis. That same day, PGE filed a response opposing
admission of the Fowler transcript. On October 20, 2004, the ALJs admitted the Davis
transcript but denied admission of the Fowler transcript. ICNU later moved to certify the
ruling to the Commission, and submitted a copy of the Fowler transcript as ICNU exhibit
906, in which irrelevant material was redacted. ICNU indicated that PGE agreed to
admission of the redacted Fowler transcript. ICNU exhibit 906 was admitted. See ALJ
ruling (Nov 8, 2004).
On November 4, 2004, BPA/EWEB asked for official notice to be taken of
four exhibits. The City of Portland filed a request for official notice of another document
on November 5, 2004. The ALJs denied the motion in the November 8, 2005 ruling.
BPA/EWEB requested reconsideration of the denial, or in the alternative, certification to
the Commission. In a November 19, 2004 ruling, the ALJs reconsidered the motion, and
denied both the initial request for official notice and the request for certification to the
Commission.
On December 6, 2004, Staff moved to submit a late-filed exhibit. The
ALJs denied the motion that day.
D.

Formally Scheduled Events

Applicants amended their application at several points throughout the
process. As previously noted, Neil Goldschmidt withdrew as a participant in the
application process and from any further participation in the management of PGE. On
4
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May 27, 2004, Applicants supplemented the initial application with testimony by
Kelvin Davis. On July 13, Applicants submitted an application amendment that added
seven names to the new proposed PGE Board of Directors, added three names to
Managing Member, and increased the total amount to be invested by Managing Member.
On July 21, 2004, opening testimony was submitted by Staff and
Intervenors Multnomah County, ICNU, City of Portland, BOMA, EWEB, URP, CUB,
League of Oregon Cities, RNP, Hydropower Reform/American Rivers, and
CADO/OECA. Joint testimony was also submitted by a group calling itself the Public
Interest Parties, comprised of representatives from CUB, RNP, City of Portland,
CADO/OECA, Multnomah County, NW Energy Coalition, and Hydropower
Reform/American Rivers.
Oregon Electric, PGE, and Enron submitted rebuttal testimony on
August 16, 2004. On September 22, 2004, Staff, ICNU, CUB, CADO/OECA, OHCS,
BPA/EWEB, City of Portland, and BOMA submitted surrebuttal testimony. Applicants,
PGE, and Enron submitted sursurrebuttal testimony on October 11, 2004.
On October 12, 2004, ICNU filed a motion to strike sursurrebuttal
testimony of Daniel J. Bussel filed by Oregon Electric. An expedited schedule was
established for consideration of the motion, and Oregon Electric filed a response on
October 14, 2004. On October 18, 2004, ALJ Logan denied the motion.
The Commission held evidentiary hearings on October 20 and 21, 2004.
On October 26, 2004, the ALJs issued a post hearing report, setting out the briefing
schedule and admitted exhibits.
Opening briefs were filed on November 17, 2004, by the following parties:
CUB, AOI, PacifiCorp, Applicants, Staff, BPA/EWEB, Enron, City of Portland, PGE,
ICNU, RNP, URP, Strategic Energy, and BOMA. Reply briefs were filed on December
3, 2004 by AOI, BPA/EWEB, City of Portland, Oregon Electric, Staff, Strategic Energy,
CUB, ICNU, Enron, URP, PGE, BOMA, RNP, and Hydropower Reform/American
Rivers.
On November 19, 2004, ICNU moved to strike a portion of Applicants’
brief, claiming that an attachment caused the brief to exceed the page limitation. The
ALJs granted the motion on November 22, 2004.
On December 2, 2004, Applicants moved to allow Thad Miller to appear
pro hac vice. On December 6, the motion was conditionally granted, subject to a show
cause response by the parties. As no one filed a show cause response by the December 8
deadline, the pro hac vice motion was granted.
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The Commission held oral argument on December 13 and 14, 2004. The
following parties presented argument: Oregon Electric, Enron, PGE, ICNU, AOI, CUB,
City of Portland, URP, BOMA, RNP, PacifiCorp, BPA/EWEB, Strategic Energy, and
Staff.
E.

Outstanding Motions

Subsequent to oral argument, BOMA filed three motions, asking the
Commission suspend the proceedings, reopen the record, and rescind the protective order.
Because an ALJ ruling on the motions would have been issued shortly before the issuance
of this order, we decided it was more expeditious to rule on the motions as part of this
order. We address each motion in turn.7
1.

Renewed Motion to Suspend Proceedings

On December 21, 2004, BOMA renewed a motion, previously denied by
the ALJs on November 8, 2004, seeking to suspend these proceedings. First, BOMA
moves to suspend the proceedings pending completion of the Oregon Department of
Justice (DOJ) investigation into potential misconduct at the Oregon Investment Council
relating to TPG. Second, BOMA requests the Commission suspend the case until the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) resolves whether Oregon Electric or TPG
would be considered a holding company of PGE under the Public Utilities Holding
Company Act (PUHCA). We address each issue separately.
DOJ Investigation. The DOJ issued its report on January 21, 2005 and
found no misconduct. An ALJ reviewed the report and have determined it is not relevant
to this proceeding. We adopt that determination, and therefore, need not include it as part
the evidentiary record.
SEC Review. The SEC’s review of whether PUHCA will apply to either
Oregon Electric or TPG involves a question of federal law, the resolution of which is not
necessary for our evaluation under ORS 757.511. Applicants have stated that, if the SEC
determines that Oregon Electric does not qualify for an exemption, Oregon Electric
would operate PGE in compliance with PUHCA. See Hearing Tr at 186-87 (testimony of
Schifter). Moreover, Applicants stated from the beginning of this proceeding that the
SEC must conclude that TPG is not a holding company under PUHCA as a condition to
close this transaction. While such a decision would therefore be dispositive of this
matter, we will not suspend the proceedings to await the SEC’s determination. As
Applicants point out, the SEC traditionally defers consideration until completion of the

7

BOMA continued to file supplements to its motions throughout January and February. There is no
provision under our rules for such supplemental filings to be made. In addition, these filings do not add
arguments that we need to address in this order. Therefore, we decline to address these filings further.
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related proceeding. See Applicants’ response at 2 (Jan 5, 2005) (citing Madison Gas and
Electric Co. v. SEC, 168 F 3d 1337, 1341 (DC Cir 1999).
Having reviewed the motion, we find that none of BOMA’s arguments
convince us that the proceedings should be stayed. The motion is denied.
2.

Motion to Reopen the Record

On January 10, 2005, BOMA filed a motion to reopen the record.
Specifically, BOMA asks that new material from TPG’s and Applicants’ public statements
to news media, advertisements, submittals to filing agencies, and comments in other public
forums “regarding its intentions and plans for ownership of PGE” should be included in
the record. See BOMA Motion at 1 (Jan 10, 2005). BOMA also asks for the record to be
reopened to allow for additional inquiry and briefing into the final investment
arrangements, statements made to the SEC about the transaction, disclosure of the Oregon
DOJ’s findings about the investment in TPG Fund III by the Oregon Investment Council
(OIC) and representations made to OIC that “induced” it to invest in TPG’s acquisition of
PGE.
On January 25, 2005, Oregon Electric filed its response. Oregon Electric
asserts that the "new" material claimed by BOMA was already reviewed in the course of
the proceedings. BOMA’s lack of familiarity with the record, argues Oregon Electric,
causes BOMA to believe that new material was presented after the record was closed.
Nothing raised by BOMA or Oregon Electric causes us to believe that
reopening the record would provide any relevant evidence to assist our decision-making
process. The record is extensive, created by several rounds of testimony. All parties have
had an opportunity to review the record and comment to the Commission. The motion is
denied.
3.

Motion to Lift Protective Order

On December 27, 2004, BOMA filed a motion to lift the protective order
issued in Order No. 04-139. On January 18, 2005, Oregon Electric and PGE filed
separate responses opposing BOMA’s request. BOMA filed a reply on January 19, 2005.
BOMA contends the protective order should be rescinded for three
reasons. First, it argues that the order was not properly issued. Relying on Citizens’
Utility Board v Public Utility Commission, 128 Or App 650, rev den, 320 Or 272 (1994)
(hereinafter CUB v. PUC), BOMA contends that the requirements of ORCP 36(C)(7)
must be met before an order can be issued. Specifically, BOMA claims the Applicants
did not establish that: (1) the information is a trade secret; and (2) disclosure will cause
serious injury.

7
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BOMA misconstrues the purpose of the Commission protective order and,
consequently, seeks to apply the two-prong test of ORCP 36(C) (7) prematurely. The
challenged order, which can be described as a general or umbrella protective order, shields
no specific documents and makes no judgment as to whether any particular document is a
trade secret or contains commercially-sensitive information. The general protective order
simply adopts a process through which parties resolve discovery disputes concerning
sensitive information. That process allows any party to designate any item to be disclosed
as confidential, and authorizes any party to challenge any such confidential designation.
The ORCP 36(C) (7) requirements are not triggered until a party challenges the confidential
designation of a particular document. As explained by the protective order, once a party
challenges a designation, the designating party bears the “burden of showing that the
challenged information falls within ORCP 36(C) (7).” Order No. 04-139, Appendix A at 4.
The court’s decision in CUB v. PUC is consistent with this analysis.
Although the Commission in that case similarly issued an umbrella protective order to
establish a process to resolve discovery issues, that order was not appealed to the court.
Rather, the court reviewed a second protective order entered by the Commission
following a party’s challenge to the confidential designation of a specific document. As
to this specific determination of confidentiality, the court concluded that the Commission
properly applied the two-pronged test of ORCP 36(C) (7) and upheld the finding that the
document was a trade secret, the disclosure of which would cause a clearly defined and
serious injury to the utility.
Accordingly, because Order No. 04-139 neither addressed nor prejudged
the question of the confidentiality of any particular document, the requirements of
ORCP 36(C) (7) did not apply. Instead, such a protective order may be issued upon a
showing of good cause. See OAR 860-012-0035(k). An ALJ found that Applicants had
met that standard, and BOMA does not dispute that conclusion.
Second, BOMA contends that the Commission, in entering a protective
order, failed to balance the public’s interest in disclosure against the potential harm.
BOMA cites no authority to support its argument, and we are unable to find any. Under
the Public Records Law, ORS 192.410-192.505, public bodies must conduct such a
balancing to determine whether the conditional exemptions set forth in ORS 192.501
apply when responding to a request for disclosure. See Turner v. Reed, 22 Or App 177
(1975). The court in CUB v. PUC, however, clarified that while this balancing test may
apply to a request under the Public Records Law, it does not apply to the issuance of a
protective order:
We reject CUB's contention that there is a third prong to the
test for determining whether to issue a protective order, which
would require a balancing of the public's interest in disclosure
against the potential harm to [the disclosing party]. Although
that may be a relevant factor in determining whether material
8
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that has become a part of a judicial record should remain
subject to a protective order, it has no bearing on the
determination as to whether materials that are sought to be
discovered should be subject to a protective order.
CUB v. PUC, 128 Or App at 660 (internal citations omitted).
Finally, BOMA contends that the protective order should be lifted to allow
members of the general public to judge “the truth and veracity” of Applicants’ public
statements relating to their plans for PGE. See BOMA Motion at 2 (Dec 27, 2004).
BOMA initially asked that the protective order should at least be lifted as to CUB’s
testimony and exhibits that dispute TPG’s public claims. After Applicants voluntarily
declassified these and other confidential documents following their improper disclosure
to the media, BOMA questions why Applicants have not declassified all confidential
documents and argues that the protective order must be lifted to give the public access to
all protected information. BOMA claims that the Applicants are using the protective
order “not to protect legitimate trade secrets, but as a shield to prevent proper inquiry into
what the Applicants are going to do.” BOMA reply at 3 (Jan 19, 2005).
Contrary to BOMA’s assertions, the protective order has not prevented a
full and proper inquiry of Applicants’ proposed purchase of PGE. A total of 18 parties
and over 130 qualified persons have had full access to the protected documents. Many of
these parties, including the Commission Staff and groups representing industrial,
commercial and residential customers, raised numerous arguments raising concerns about
information contained in the confidential documents. Some included hundreds of pages
of the protected material in testimony and briefs opposing Applicants’ purchase. Thus,
contrary to BOMA’s assertion, the parties have thoroughly analyzed, and the Commission
has fully reviewed, public and protected evidence as to Applicants’ intentions for PGE.
Moreover, while a portion of this evidentiary record contains information not available to
the general public, the public’s interest is statutorily protected by the Commission.
Additionally, intervening parties, specifically ICNU, AOI, and CUB, have received
ratepayer funding to represent various classes of customers in this proceeding.
Neither the law nor the facts support the rationale asserted by BOMA in its
motion. The motion to rescind the protective order is denied.
F.

Violation of Protective Order

We wish to address the failure of one or more parties to comply with the
requirements of the protective order. As discussed above, the protective order issued in
this case set forth a procedure for parties to use if they believed that information being
designated as “confidential” did not meet the requirements of ORCP 36(C). Rather than
follow that procedure, one or more parties decided to provide material identified as
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“confidential” to Willamette Week, a weekly newspaper in Portland, Oregon, which was
then broadcast by television and radio stations and disclosed in other print media.
We are disturbed by this disclosure. The use and application of protective
orders is essential to the orderly functioning of the Commission. Any party could have
signed the protective order, and the numerous parties who did sign the protective order
had access to the confidential information. Moreover, the procedure set forth in the
protective order allowed the parties to successfully challenge the confidential designation
of certain documents, resulting in their public disclosure. See discussion supra at 4.
We are displeased that someone chose to violate our order rather than
follow the proper procedure outlined therein. We expect to see ramifications of this
unlawful action in future cases, as utilities may be reluctant to provide essential
information to intervening parties for fear of leaks that will harm their competitive
standing. We intend to investigate and determine how the protected documents were
disclosed, and to take appropriate action.
II.

CONTEXT OF PROCEEDING

Applicants seek a Commission order approving Oregon Electric’s
acquisition of the common stock of PGE from PGE’s parent company, Enron. If the
Commission were to approve the transaction with Enron, Applicants would exercise
substantial influence over the policies and actions of PGE within the meaning of
ORS 757.511.
Applicants contend that the proposed acquisition meets the required legal
standard and should be approved. They contend that the transaction provides numerous
benefits to PGE ratepayers and that Oregon Electric’s ownership of PGE is in the public
interest. Staff and Intervenors recommend the Commission reject the application as
presented. These parties dismiss Applicants’ alleged benefits, identify numerous sources
of harms to PGE and its customers, and suggest numerous conditions to address the
harms.
We begin our discussion with a review of uncontested facts relating to
PGE, the Enron bankruptcy, and Applicants’ proposed acquisition.
A.

PGE

PGE is a public utility providing electric service to over 750,000
customers in Portland, Salem, and neighboring communities. In December 2001, PGE’s
parent company, Enron, filed a petition for bankruptcy under Chapter 11 of the United
States Bankruptcy Code. This petition is being administered by the United States
Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York (Bankruptcy Court), as
discussed below. See Enron/1, Bingham/1.
10
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PGE is not in bankruptcy and continues to operate in a manner that
effectively serves its customers. In terms of daily operations, Enron has let PGE operate
as a stand-alone company. See ICNU/906. As explained by Peggy Fowler, PGE’s CEO
and President, Enron has “allowed us to stay focused on providing safe, reliable and costefficient energy to our customers, and the bankruptcy process has pretty much just gone
on while we’ve continued to operate.” Id. at 5. PGE has also maintained and invested in
its system and made long-term commitments. Id. at 15.
Financially, PGE has retained investment-grade credit ratings from
Moody’s and from Standard & Poor’s. See PGE/100, Piro/13. It has adequate liquidity
and stable operating cash flow. See Staff/200, Morgan/50. Enron’s bankruptcy has not
impacted PGE’s ability to access capital and the utility is expected to operate over the
foreseeable future without problems. See ICNU/906 at 6; Staff/200, Morgan/56.
B.

Enron Bankruptcy

PGE’s stock is an asset of Enron’s bankruptcy estate and must be disposed
of in the manner approved by the Bankruptcy Court. See Enron/1, Bingham/1-2. The
Bankruptcy Court has approved a plan that provides for the sale of the PGE shares or, in
the alternative, the distribution of shares to creditors.
The Bankruptcy Court has approved Enron’s agreement to sell the shares
to Oregon Electric. Subject to the satisfaction or waiver of the closing conditions
contained in the purchase and sale agreement, including approval by applicable regulatory
agencies, the PGE stock will be sold to Oregon Electric. If that occurs, the PGE shares
will cease to be assets of Enron’s bankruptcy estate and will be replaced by cash received
from Oregon Electric. The cash received will be distributed to Enron’s creditors, and
Oregon Electric will become the new owner of PGE’s stock. See Enron/1, Bingham/3.
In the event this transaction does not occur, and Enron does not enter into
an alternative sale agreement, PGE would temporarily remain under Enron ownership. A
distribution of Enron’s entire interest in PGE would occur in a single transaction
after: (1) PGE and Enron have received the required consents; and (2) the Bankruptcy
Court has allowed general unsecured claims in an amount that results in the distribution
of 30 percent of PGE common stock. See Enron/1, Bingham/4. The PGE shares owned
by Enron would be canceled at this distribution, and PGE would issue new shares. Part
of those new PGE shares would be issued to creditors. A disbursing agent would hold the
remaining shares in a disputed claims reserve and release the shares to holders of allowed
claims.8 Once shares are distributed, the stock could be traded on a public exchange such
as the New York Stock Exchange. Id. A final distribution of the new PGE shares could
take approximately two years.
8

One percent of the shares will be held in the disputed claims reserve until a final distribution of all of
Enron’s assets.
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The plan allows a sale of the PGE shares to a third party if these shares are
not sold to Oregon Electric. With the approval of the Bankruptcy Court, Enron may enter
into another agreement to sell the PGE shares prior to the so-called “Effective Date.”
This date follows the satisfaction of conditions, including a confirmation that all other
actions and documents necessary to implement the approved plan have been executed and
that certain consent rights have been obtained. See Enron/1, Bingham/4, 6. After the
Effective Date and the distribution of new shares to holders of allowed claims and the
disbursing agent, a decision to sell the new shares would be made by the creditors holding
new shares and the overseers of the remaining shares held in the disputed claim reserve.
See Enron/1, Bingham/6.
C.

Applicants’ Proposed Transaction

Applicants’ proposed transaction is composed of several key components
addressed as follows: management structure, financing, and conditions.
1.

Management Structure

Oregon Electric, a public utility holding company, has agreed to purchase
all of PGE’s common stock from Enron for approximately $1.4 billion.9 The sole
purpose of Oregon Electric will be to hold and own PGE’s common stock, which results
in PGE being wholly owned by Oregon Electric.
At closing, Oregon Electric would be comprised of three groups:
Managing Member, TPG, and Passive Investors. Managing Member is the vehicle
through which Peter Kohler, Gerald Grinstein, Duane McDougall, Robert Miller, and
Tom Walsh, also known as Local Applicants, will invest in PGE. Managing Member
will own approximately .067 percent of the economic interest in Oregon Electric, and
hold 95 percent of the voting control, subject to TPG’s consent rights. TPG is comprised
of two investment funds (TPG Partners III, L.P and TPG Partners IV, L.P.) both of which
are managed by the Texas Pacific Group, a private equity management firm. TPG will
own 79.9 percent of the economic interest in Oregon Electric, and hold 5 percent of the
voting control. Passive Investors, which is comprised of the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation and the OCM Opportunities Fund III, L.P., will own approximately
19.43 percent of the economic interest and have no voting control.
The PGE Board of Directors will always have at least five Oregonians as
members. Peter Kohler will be the PGE Board Chairman, while the following will be
PGE Board members: Gerald Grinstein, Tom Walsh, David Bonderman, Kelvin Davis,
Peggy Fowler, Kirby Dyess, Maria Eitel, Jerry Jackson, Duane McDougall, Robert Miller,
and M. Lee Pelton.
9

The purchase price is $1.25 billion plus an adjustment equal to the change in retained earnings from
January 1, 2003 to the closing date of the transaction, which is estimated at approximately $150 million.
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2.

Financing

The purchase price, fees and expenses of the transaction are roughly
$1.471 billion. Managing Member, TPG, and Passive Investors will invest approximately
$525 million to purchase PGE. The equity investment by group is as follows:
Managing Member – $3.5 million
TPG – up to $420 million
Passive Investors – at least $100 million.
Oregon Electric will borrow approximately $707 million, consisting of
$582 million in senior secured loan facilities (known as “Term Loans”) with maturities
ranging from four to nine years, and $125 million in senior unsecured notes (known as
“Notes”) with a 10-year term. This debt financing will be obtained from both public and
private financial institutions. Additionally, Oregon Electric will establish a $100 million
in revolving credit facility (known as the “Oregon Electric revolver”). No assets of PGE
will be pledged to secure any Oregon Electric loans.
The purchase price includes the value of unpaid dividends to Enron, which
have been unpaid since 2001. At closing, approximately $240 million of PGE’s retained
earnings will be given as dividends to Oregon Electric to help fund the purchase price.
This will leave PGE with a cash balance of approximately $10 million. The current
$150 million revolving credit facility will be refinanced with a new unsecured
$250 million revolving credit facility (known as the “PGE revolver”), which is expected
to be undrawn at closing. PGE will remain above the 48 percent common equity ratio, an
amount previously required by Order No. 97-196.
Payment of Oregon Electric Debt. Oregon Electric will pay its acquisition
debt from PGE dividends. Applicants forecast that PGE will be able to pay
approximately $80 to $100 million of annual dividends to Oregon Electric. As a result,
Oregon Electric will be able to pay down its debt principal by more than $250 million
from 2005 through 2009. No dividends will be paid to Oregon Electric if payment of
those dividends would reduce PGE’s common equity ratio to or below 48 percent.
Oregon Electric’s revolver will be available to make debt payments in the event PGE
cannot pay dividends or there is a timing difference between receipt of PGE dividends
and payment of Oregon Electric’s debt.
Capitalization. Immediately after closing, Oregon Electric’s capitalization
on a stand-alone basis will be approximately $1.2 billion ($525 million equity and
$707 million debt). PGE’s capitalization will be unchanged, and remain approximately
$2.1 billion ($1.040 billion of equity and $1.066 billion in debt and preferred stock).
PGE’s common equity ratio will be 48 percent or higher.
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3.

Conditions

During the course of this proceeding, Oregon Electric, PGE, Enron, ICNU,
CUB, City of Portland and Staff agreed to conditions to be incorporated in this order. On
September 22, 2004, a partial stipulation incorporating six mutually agreeable conditions
was filed as part of Staff’s surrebuttal testimony. See Staff/801, Conway/1-6 (attached as
Appendix A and incorporated herein).10 Applicants also agreed to other conditions to be
placed on the transaction. We consider those conditions to be amendments to, and part
of, the application. A list of all conditions agreed to by Applicants, including the six
stipulated conditions, is attached as Appendix C and incorporated herein.
III.

LEGAL STANDARD

Before we address the parties’ arguments and make findings about the
benefits and harms presented by the application, we must first address our authority and
role in reviewing an application to acquire a utility under Oregon law.
A.

Applicable Law

Our charge is to make findings of fact and conclusions of law based on the
evidentiary record before us. See ORS 756.558(2). In our order, we must disclose a
rational relationship between those findings of fact and our legal conclusions. See Chase
Gardens Inc. v. Public Utility Commission, 131 Or App 602, 605 (1994); Market
Transport v. Lobdell, 74 Or App 375, 377 (1985), aff’d sub nom Market Transport v.
Maudlin, 301 Or 727 (1986). Finally, our order must state whether Applicants have
established by a preponderance of evidence that the statutory requirements have been
satisfied.11
B.
ORS 767.506 and ORS 757.511
We begin with the grant of authority provided by the legislature. In 1985,
the Legislative Assembly passed Senate Bill 433 to ensure the Commission has regulatory

10

The conditions included the Stipulated Service Quality Measures (SQM), which are attached as
Appendix B and incorporated herein.
11
There was some confusion during oral argument regarding the evidentiary standards. As long as the
Commission’s facts are supported by substantial evidence, a reviewing court cannot substitute its judgment
for ours. ORS 756.598(1). The reviewing court need not agree with our inferences or reasoning, as long as
the order contains “findings and conclusions sufficient to allow us to determine whether the reasoning is
rational and to test the agency’s actions against its grant of power.” Market Transport, 74 Or App at 377;
American Can v. Lobdell, 55 Or App 451, 461, rev den, 293 Or 190 (1982).
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authority to review all proposed purchases of Oregon utilities. The legislature’s findings
and declarations are codified in ORS 757.506, which states:
(1) The Legislative Assembly finds and declares that:
(a) The protection of customers of public utilities which
provide heat, light or power is a matter of fundamental
statewide concern;
(b) Existing legislation requires the Public Utility
Commission’s approval of one public utility’s acquisition of
another public utility’s stocks, bonds and certain property used
for utility purposes, but does not require the commission’s
approval of such acquisitions by persons not engaged in the
public utility business in Oregon; and
(c) An attempt by a person not engaged in the public
utility business in Oregon to acquire the power to exercise any
substantial influence over the policies and actions of an Oregon
public utility which provides heat, light or power could result
in harm to such utility’s customers, including but not limited to
the degradation of utility service, higher rates, weakened
financial structure and diminution of utility assets.
(2) It is, therefore, the policy of the State of Oregon to
regulate acquisitions by persons not engaged in the public
utility business in Oregon of the power to exercise any
substantial influence over the policies and actions of an Oregon
public utility which provides heat, light or power in the manner
set forth in this section and ORS 757.511 in order to prevent
unnecessary and unwarranted harm to such utilities’ customers.
The legislative grant of authority to the Commission to review such
transactions, as well as the legal requirements thereof, is codified in ORS 757.511.
ORS 757.511(3), which is the primary focus of our proceeding, provides in part:
The commission promptly shall examine and investigate each
application received pursuant to this section and shall issue an
order disposing of the application within 19 business days of its
receipt. If the commission determines that approval of the
application will serve the public utility’s customers in the public
interest, the commission shall issue an order granting the
application. The commission may condition an order authorizing
the acquisition upon the applicant’s satisfactory performance or
adherence to specific requirements. The commission otherwise
shall issue an order denying the application. The applicant shall
bear the burden of showing that granting the application is in the
public interest.
15
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This case is one of first impression. Although the Commission has
previously applied ORS 757.511(3) in prior acquisition cases, those cases involved the
review of stipulated settlements. See Sierra Pacific Resources, UM 967, Order
No. 00-702; ScottishPower, UM 918, Order No. 99-616; and Enron Corp, UM 814,
Order No. 97-196. In each of these cases, the applicant, Staff and most parties submitted
a jointly negotiated settlement for Commission approval. While not all parties in each
proceeding agreed with all aspects of the stipulation, the Commission was presented one
stipulated proposal to review.
In contrast, Applicants and parties here reached no such settlement.
Consequently, the Commission is presented a proposed transaction contested by
numerous parties. Moreover, many of these parties proposed numerous alternative terms
and conditions that modify Applicants’ proposal.
In analyzing ORS 757.511(3), we must discern the intent of the legislature
first by examining the text and context of the plain language of the statute. PGE v.
Bureau of Labor and Industries, 317 Or 606, 610-11 (1993). If the intent of the
legislature is not clear from the text and context inquiry, we then examine legislative
history. If that too fails, we then turn to general maxims of statutory construction. See id.
at 612.
The plain text of ORS 757.511(3) establishes a straightforward process
for the Commission to follow in reviewing proposed acquisitions. At the outset, the
Commission shall review the application "promptly" and issue a decision within
19 business days, a time limit that Applicants waived. In this review, the Commission
must first determine whether the application will "serve the public utility's customers in
the public interest;" if so, the application shall be approved. The statute then provides
that the Commission may condition an approval on "the applicant's satisfactory
performance or adherence to specific requirements." Finally, if all else fails, the
Commission shall deny the application. We address each of these three provisions which
provide the framework for Commission review.
1.

Approval Order

The statutory scheme first directs our attention to a determination of
whether the application “serves the public utility’s customers in the public interest.”
Reading the statute in context, we first "examine and investigate" the application to
determine whether it is in the public interest. See PGE, 317 Or at 611 (requiring
contextual consideration of other provisions of the same statute). The statute does not
provide for consideration of counter-offers or competing proposals. See ORS 174.010
(requiring the decision-maker to simply "declare what is" and "not to insert what has been
omitted, or to omit what has been inserted"). The initial determination must be made on
the merits of the application itself – the final package submitted by Applicants, including
the amended application and any conditions agreed to by the Applicants. The Applicants
16
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have the burden of proving that their final package serves the public interest as required
by ORS 757.511(3).12
Net Benefit. The meaning of “serve the public utility's customers in the
public interest” was the subject of a Commission investigation in docket UM 1011.
Utilities, consumer groups, and Staff provided input on the applicable standard under the
statute. The Commission resolved the docket by issuing Order No. 01-778, which
adopted a two-pronged legal standard under ORS 757.511(3). After reviewing the text
and context of the statute, the Commission “read the verb ‘serve’ to indicate a net benefit
standard for merger approval.” See Order No. 01-778 at 10. The Commission went on to
state that providing net benefits is a specific way to cure the general concern enunciated
in ORS 757.506 that a transaction could harm customers. The order then set out a second
requirement: “in addition to finding a net benefit to the utility’s customers, we must also
find that the proposed transaction will not impose a detriment on Oregon citizens as a
whole.” See Order No. 01-778 at 11.
Enron revisits the “net benefit” holding and argues that similar statutes
require only a showing of “no harm.” See Enron opening brief at 7-8.13 Enron’s
argument fails because the Commission expressly contrasted the “not contrary to the
public interest” wording in these other statutes, which indicates a “no harm” standard,
with the legislative directive to find the acquisition to “serve the public utility’s
customers in the public interest” in ORS 757.511. See Order No. 01-778 at 10. Enron
next argues that ORS 757.511 was first applied in Order No. 86-106 to find a “no harm”
standard. However, that decision was issued prior to the Supreme Court’s
pronouncement of the proper method of statutory interpretation in PGE, 317 Or at
610-11, and this Commission’s analysis in Order No. 01-778.
BOMA asserts that the standard under ORS 757.511 requires a higher
showing than “net benefits.” It contends that the proposed transaction must “quantifiably
improve the services provided and the strength of the utility – by better service, stronger
12

Applicants are initially responsible for both the burden of persuasion and the burden of production. The
burden of production shifts to other parties to present evidence that rebuts what Applicants presented.
However, the burden of persuasion always rests with the Applicants. ICNU contends that Applicants must
meet this burden with “compelling” evidence. See ICNU reply brief at 6. ICNU’s assertion is based on
language from our decision in PGE’s last general rate case. In Order No. 01-777, we reaffirmed that a
utility bears the burden to establish that a proposed rate change is just and reasonable, and stated, "If [PGE]
fails to meet that burden, either because the opposing party presented compelling evidence in opposition to
the proposal, or because PGE failed to present compelling information in the first place, then PGE does not
prevail." Order No. 01-777 at 6. That use of the word “compelling” was intended to clarify that a utility
cannot meet its burden with respect to any proposed rate change merely by presenting unrebutted evidence.
Rather, that evidence must be compelling, that is, persuasive. We did not adopt a new standard of proof
and reject any implied assertion to the contrary.
13
Oregon Electric notes that it agrees with Enron’s analysis of ORS 757.511 as requiring only a “no harm”
standard, but argues throughout its brief that its application meets the “net benefits” standard as set forth in
Commission Order No. 01-778.
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financial structure, and an increase in utility assets.” See BOMA opening brief at 2. To
support its argument, BOMA cites ORS 757.506, in which the legislature identified
potential harms that could be posed by a utility acquisition. Interestingly, some parties in
UM 1011 cited the legislative findings in ORS 757.506 to support a “no harm” standard.
The Commission rejected those arguments, findings that the more specific provision of
ORS 757.511(3) controls the legislature’s determining in ORS 757.506. We find no
language in either statute to sustain BOMA’s assertion for a higher showing.
Accordingly, we adhere to the “net benefits” standard established in Order No. 01-778.
Comparator. One issue not addressed in Order No. 01-778 was how the
Commission should make an assessment of the “net benefit” standard. Applicants
contend the Commission should weigh the benefits and harms of the application against
each other, without consideration of a comparator. If the benefits outweigh the harms,
then the application would be approved. ICNU, URP, and Staff recommend a second
approach that compares the application against PGE as a separate and distinct entity.14
ORS 757.506(1)(c) delineates some harms against which customers should
be protected, including degradation of utility service, higher rates, weakened financial
structure and diminution of utility assets. The wording of the statute presumes a review
of the utility’s current status to see if a proposed transaction would cause harm.
ORS 757.506(2) further provides that regulation is to prevent “unnecessary and
unwarranted harm to such utilities’ customers.” Reading this statute in concert with
ORS 757.511, we reject Applicants’ approach and conclude that we must compare the
potential benefits and harms of the transaction against the PGE as it is currently
configured.
However, this transaction is unique, because PGE is in a transitional state.
It is owned by Enron, which is in bankruptcy and is being liquidated. There is little to
suggest that PGE would operate very differently after the stock distribution plan than it
does now. With Enron’s current hands-off approach, PGE is, essentially, currently acting
as a stand-alone utility. Therefore, to take into account the current transitional nature of
PGE’s ownership, we will compare Applicants’ proposal to PGE as a separate and
distinct entity, which would function as PGE operates today.

14

URP adds a third alternative that would also consider the purchase of PGE by the City of Portland or
another public entity. We reject URP’s recommendation for two reasons. First, no such proposal was
presented in this proceeding. Second, and more importantly, we reiterate that our review under
ORS 757.511 does not provide for consideration of competing proposals. See discussion supra at 16.
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2.

Conditional Order

The Commission has not previously examined the next provision of
ORS 757.511(3), which gives the Commission discretion to “condition an order
authorizing the acquisition upon the applicant’s satisfactory performance or adherence to
specific requirements.” This is due in large part to the fact, as noted above, that prior
acquisition dockets have involved stipulated agreements.
In context of the statute, the language may be a continuation of the
preceding provision: first, the Commission makes a public interest finding and approves
the application; then the Commission may condition the approving order on the
satisfaction of certain requirements. However, the legislature gave no guidance in the
statute as to what "satisfactory performance or adherence to specific requirements" could
entail. Another plausible reading of the statute is that the legislature gave the
Commission authority to broadly condition the application so that it could be found in the
public interest. Some parties have argued for the latter construction of the statute.
See, e.g., RNP Oral Arg Tr at 146:24-25 ("Taken with other benefits of this transaction
this [condition] could warrant granting the Application.") Both interpretations of the
provision are awkward. The first reading appears to diminish the prominent words
regarding satisfactory performance or requirements. The second reading does not
comport with the apparent step-by-step process set out in the statute and conflicts with the
express requirement that an applicant bears the burden of establishing that the proposed
acquisition is in the public interest.15
We need not resolve this ambiguity here. Whatever authority has been
provided by the legislature, the choice to exercise such authority is a matter of
Commission discretion. As noted above, the “commission may condition an order
authorizing an application[.]” ORS 757.511(3). For reasons that are discussed below, the
harms presented, and the conditions necessary to remedy them, are so intertwined that we
cannot propose them in piecemeal fashion. Because many of these harms are linked,
directly and indirectly, to each other, we cannot propose conditions to address them
without rewriting the basic terms of the application. Moreover, in many instances, there
are multiple sets of conditions that could be used to address these harms. If we were to
15

Legislative history reveals that the disputed provision was not part of ORS 757.511(3) as originally
proposed in SB 433. The Committee Chairman, however, directed that an amendment be included to
ensure the Public Utility Commissioner had authority to issue conditional orders, stating, "When I read the
language, I can see a curmudgeon of a judge saying, 'They said he could grant the application or they said
he could deny the application. They didn't say there was anything in between.' And so why don't we say in
between." Tape recording, Senate Committee on Utility Rate Relief (Special Committee), SB 433,
April 23, 1985, tape 40, side B (Sen. Edward Fadeley). The subsequent amendment inserted a sentence
giving the Commission authority to conditional approval on "satisfactory performance or adherence to
specific requirements." Unfortunately, the legislative history provides no resolution whether this
conditional authority applies only after an application is found to serve the customers in the public interest,
or whether it is extensive enough to broadly condition an otherwise deficient application so that it could
meet the legal standard required for approval.
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undertake a redrafting of the agreement, we lack the necessary basis to determine which
conditions, and what combinations of conditions, are most appropriate. For this reason,
we decline to exercise any authority to issue a conditional order in this case.
3.

Denial Order

The final provision of ORS 757.511(3) is not in dispute. If an application
does not serve the utility’s customers in the public interest, the final outcome is to deny
the application.
IV.

FINDINGS OF FACT

In setting forth our findings of fact, we first evaluate the facts related to
Staff and Intervenors’ alleged harms presented by the application. Second, we find facts
related to Applicants’ alleged benefits of the proposed acquisition.
A.

Potential Harms

We acknowledge the difficulty in establishing firm facts about what may
occur in the future. While some facts can be found, many of the assertions made by
Intervenors arise from inferences. CUB urges us to not discount such assertions:
By definition, parties cannot provide TPG's fingerprints on a utility
that the Commission has not yet given them. The parties have
done the next best and legally adequate thing. Parties have
provided documents showing what TPG is actually thinking, and
have provided expert testimony based on years of experience to
explain how TPG's business and economic models create actual
situations and incentives that increase the risk to ratepayers. The
parties then showed that what TPG is thinking is consistent with
the expert testimony of those who understand regulation in general
and this Commission in particular.
CUB reply brief at 10 (emphasis in original).
Enron submits that the Commission can consider “only harms that are not
remote and that are demonstrably more likely to occur under Oregon Electric’s ownership
than under ownership by Enron and Enron’s successors.” See Enron opening brief at 17.
According to Enron, harms found by the Commission must be supported by evidence, and
“must pass the realm of conjecture, speculation or opinion not founded on facts.”
See Enron reply brief at 5-6 (citing Douglas Const Corp v. Mazama Timber Products,
256 Or 107, 114 (1970) (internal quotation marks omitted) (stating that a claim for lost
profits must be quantifiable). Each of the parties is partially correct: using the evidence
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in the record, we are permitted to draw rational inferences of possible or actual harms that
could affect PGE and its customers.
The parties have identified several sources of harms to PGE and its
customers that arise from this transaction. Of the arguments raised by the parties, the
allegations that we find worth discussing include the debt service requirements to finance
this acquisition, TPG’s short-term ownership of PGE, lack of final financing terms, and
lack of transparency.16 We analyze those claimed harms to determine if the record
supports them.
1.

Harms Related to Oregon Electric’s Debt

Staff and Intervenors argue that Oregon Electric has created a number of
potential harms by proposing to finance the purchase of PGE with an excessive amount of
debt. They note that at the time of closing, the percentage of total debt and preferred
stock in PGE’s capital structure will be 51 percent (with a preferred stock balance of only
$22 million and a total debt balance of $1.044 billion). See Application, Ex 20, at 1.
This percentage compares to an expected consolidated debt and preferred stock
percentage with Oregon Electric of 77 percent at closing. See Staff/202, Morgan/408.
Staff and Intervenors contend that the large amount of debt held by Oregon
Electric would result in the following potential harms: lower credit ratings for PGE,
undue pressure on PGE to make dividend payments to Oregon Electric, and the risk of
bankruptcy to Oregon Electric and PGE. Staff and ICNU also raise concerns about the
amount of variable rate debt Oregon Electric expects to use.
We find these potential harms point to the possibility that PGE will not be
able to raise capital as cheaply as it would as a stand-alone company, resulting in a
weakened financial structure. Imprudent cost cutting and reduced capital expenditures
could also occur. Therefore, the possibility of higher customer rates or reduced reliability
arises from these potential harms.
PGE’s Credit Rating. Staff and Intervenors point to reports from three
major credit rating agencies, Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, and Fitch ratings. These
reports allude to the possibility of lower debt ratings for PGE based upon concerns about
the amount of debt Oregon Electric plans to incur. See, e.g., CUB/200, Dittmer/30-33.
Staff and Intervenors see these reports as strong support for their concerns. In support of
its argument, ICNU also points to a special study performed by Standard & Poor’s at
TPG’s request. See ICNU/200, Antonuk-Vickroy/17-18.

16

Other alleged harms we do not address include SEC approval, investor profit, taxes, restrictions on the
sale of PGE by TPG, and Trojan decommissioning. The tax issue is being addressed in other pending
dockets.
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Applicants and PGE respond to these concerns with several arguments.
First, they do not expect PGE’s ratings to drop below investment grade. See PGE/100,
Piro/19-20. Second, they expect any impact on PGE’s debt costs to be limited to
unsecured debt, which constitutes 20 percent of PGE’s debt. Furthermore, they argue an
unsecured debt downgrading could not harm customers until 2010. See OE/200,
Wheeler/15. Third, Applicants and PGE argue the complexity of setting credit ratings
makes it difficult to draw clear conclusions about future ratings. See PGE/100,
Piro/17-19, 21-22. Finally, they argue that customers would be protected by the “hold
harmless,” “cash sweep,” and “re-leverage” conditions Applicants have proposed.
See OE opening brief at 28, 33-34.
We find the possible drop in PGE’s credit ratings due to Oregon Electric’s
debt represents a potential harm to PGE customers, even though we do not believe that
Oregon Electric’s debt would cause PGE’s ratings to drop below investment grade. The
credit rating reports and the study performed by Standard & Poor’s at the request of TPG
suggest to us that PGE would have a stronger bond rating as a stand-alone company than
it would as an affiliate of Oregon Electric. See CUB/208, Dittmer/2; CUB/209,
Dittmer/1; CUB/210, Dittmer/1; ICNU/202, Antonuk-Vickroy/10, 15. The much higher
debt percentage in the consolidated capital structure drives this conclusion. In fact,
PGE’s credit rating as a stand-alone company could conceivably increase, because the
end of Enron’s ownership would be viewed favorably by credit rating agencies. The
potential impact of Oregon Electric’s debt on PGE’s debt costs and customer rates may
be small, but would not exist in the absence of the proposed acquisition.
We believe the “cash sweep” and “re-leverage” conditions are beneficial to
customers, and commend Applicants for agreeing to them. However, those conditions do
not guarantee that PGE would avoid lower credit ratings immediately after the deal is
closed. We also agree that the “hold harmless” conditions provide a measure of customer
protection. However, their usefulness is clearly limited. For example, the complexity of
setting credit ratings discussed above shows a clear limitation on the effectiveness of the
cost of capital “hold harmless” condition. This complexity ensures that any assertion by
Staff and Intervenors that the acquisition would lead to a higher PGE debt cost would
likely be met with a response that such an assertion is overly simplistic. Also,
establishing a precise increase in debt cost, as implementation of the “hold harmless”
condition requires, would be a difficult and contentious task with uncertain results.
Undue Pressure. Staff and Intervenors assert the large amount of debt
incurred by Oregon Electric will result in a large debt service requirement, which, in turn,
will pressure PGE to engage in imprudent cost cutting and reduce capital investments to
produce sufficient cash to service Oregon Electric’s debt. See CUB/200, Dittmer/25-30;
Staff/900, Morgan/16; City of Portland/101, Anderson/9-10.
Applicants and PGE respond to this assertion by citing the results of an
extensive series of financial model runs. See OE/200, Wheeler/3-10; PGE/100, Piro/4-5.
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These results, Applicants and PGE contend, show that it is unlikely PGE will need to
engage in imprudent cost cutting to provide dividends needed to service Oregon
Electric’s debt.
The record demonstrates that the quality of TPG’s model runs is high.
See Staff/200, Morgan/34-35. It is unclear, however, whether the model runs thoroughly
examined all scenarios. CUB witness Dittmer notes the following:
To summarize on the results of TPG’s financial modeling efforts,
clearly Applicants have not taken a strictly Pollyanna view of
PGE’s and Oregon Electric’s probable plight. Indeed as
investors with expectations of return of capital as well as
returns on invested capital, it is only prudent that they consider
and handicap pessimistic as well as optimistic events. That
said, I do not believe that TPG has necessarily modeled
‘worse case’ scenarios.
See CUB/200, Dittmer/38.
The fact that TPG’s model runs are not as complete as possible heightens
our concern that Oregon Electric’s debt will be less than investment grade.
See ICNU/203, Antonuk-Vickroy/8, 9, 12. The testimony of witnesses Wheeler and Piro
suggest it is highly likely that PGE will be able to comfortably provide the dividends
needed to service the Oregon Electric debt. If Wheeler and Piro are correct, an
investment grade credit rating should not be difficult for Oregon Electric to secure. The
possibility of below-investment-grade credit ratings for Oregon Electric presents a similar
risk to customers as the same situation for PGE. In both cases, PGE customers are the
only source of funds for servicing the debt. If Oregon Electric could assure us that its
credit ratings would be investment grade, then we would view the risk of undue pressure
to cut PGE costs as minute. As it is, we think there is a significant risk to PGE
customers. We believe investment grade credit ratings could be attained if Oregon
Electric reduced the planned amount of its borrowings. We also believe less Oregon
Electric debt would have a salutary effect on PGE’s post-acquisition debt ratings.
Our discussion about the limitations of the “cash sweep,” “re-leverage,”
and “hold harmless” conditions apply to the undue cost cutting pressure argument, as
well.
Bankruptcy. Staff and Intervenors believe that the amount of Oregon
Electric debt increases the risk of a PGE bankruptcy. See ICNU/200,
Antonuk-Vickroy/24-25. Applicants counter that there is no reason to anticipate an
Oregon Electric bankruptcy, and that even if one were to occur, there is no material risk
that PGE would be pulled into the bankruptcy. See OE opening brief at 27-28. While the
amount of debt to be incurred by Oregon Electric presents a potential harm, we find that
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the risk of an Oregon Electric bankruptcy is extremely small and would not likely lead to
a PGE bankruptcy. We have confidence that the ring fencing conditions included in the
application would protect PGE customers. That said, an investment grade credit rating
for Oregon Electric would further reduce whatever bankruptcy risk exists.
Variable Rate Debt. ICNU and Staff note that Oregon Electric intends to
rely heavily on variable rate debt, and that this reliance could lead to a serious debt
service problem in the event that interest rates rise in the future. See ICNU/200,
Antonuk-Vickroy/22-24. Applicants confirm that they intend to rely heavily on variable
rate debt, but offer assurances that they could, and would, convert variable rate debt to
fixed rate debt if necessary. See OE/200, Wheeler/19-20.
There are two views of the use of variable rate debt by Oregon Electric.
On the one hand, variable rate debt is normally cheaper at a given point in time, as it is
now. Thus, Oregon Electric’s extensive reliance on variable rate debt could reduce the
debt service requirement on PGE. On the other hand, if we were to approve this
application, we would have no ability to require that Applicants convert the debt from
variable rate to fixed rate in the event of a rise in interest rates. That ability would rest
solely with Applicants. We have no reason to doubt Applicants’ integrity concerning this
issue, but remain concerned about the lack of certainty in this area. We agree with ICNU
that a commitment by Applicants to maintain investment grade bond ratings would
eliminate this concern because the amount of variable rate debt would be taken into
account by the rating agencies. See ICNU/400, Antonuk-Vickroy/6.
2.

Short-Term Ownership

Intervenors argue that TPG’s stated intention to sell its investment in PGE
within 12 years creates incentives for TPG to act in ways that are not consistent with the
interests of customers. According to their arguments, TPG would have an incentive to
cut costs in order to boost short-term earnings and demonstrate good results to potential
buyers. See CUB/100, Jenks-Brown/8-9; CUB/200, Dittmer/29; ICNU/200,
Antonuk-Vickroy/36. Its short-term focus would affect its decisions about investments in
utility resources, as well as its interest in and position on long-term policy issues, such as
the role of the BPA, transmission planning and funding, and global climate change
initiatives. See CUB opening brief at 19-27; CUB/100, Jenks-Brown/12. Intervenors
also allege that the prospect of another sale on the horizon could paralyze decisionmaking by PGE management. CUB specifically argues that since Enron put PGE up for
sale, the company’s primary focus has seemed to be “to enhance its value by shifting risks
onto customers through [power cost adjustment mechanisms], deferrals, and annual
power cost rate cases.” See CUB/100, Jenks-Brown/20. While customers would benefit
if PGE is run more efficiently and rates are cut, they would be harmed by cost cutting that
degrades service quality, poor decision-making that affects resource development, and
other actions with long-term consequences. Those harms might not be detected before
TPG sells PGE. See CUB/100, Jenks-Brown/11.
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Applicants respond that imprudent cost cutting and deferred investment
decisions would be contrary to their financial incentive to increase the value of PGE.
See OE/100, Davis/7; OE opening brief at 40. They describe the possible harm from cost
cutting as speculative and argue that harm has not occurred while Enron has been
shopping PGE. See OE opening brief at 40 (citing PGE/100, Piro/8, 24).
Intervenors’ arguments about the effects of short-term ownership have
focused on four issues: TPG’s plans for PGE, TPG management of its other businesses,
whether due diligence by the next buyer of PGE will deter imprudent cost cutting and
investment decisions by TPG, and whether the Commission can ensure good outcomes
for customers. We discuss these in turn.
TPG’s plans. TPG states that it intends to hold PGE longer than most of
the other companies in which it invests (5-7 years), but for no more than 12 years.
See OE/3, Davis/12. However, some Intervenors believe that TPG plans to sell PGE in
5-6 years because many of the model runs TPG performed for its due diligence on PGE
assume a sale at that time. Intervenors also point to the due diligence reports as evidence
that TPG plans to make significant cuts in operations and maintenance (O&M) expense
and capital expenditures. See CUB/300, Jenks-Brown/3. The reports identified potential
reductions in plant maintenance and turbine overhauls at the Boardman power plant, in
staffing and maintenance at the Beaver power facility, and in information technology
services and customer service. See ICNU opening brief at 30-31. Many of the model
runs assumed cuts of $10-30 million a year in O&M expense. See ICNU/100,
Schoenbeck/16. ICNU argues that cost savings are needed to meet TPG’s targeted return
on investment and notes that cuts were assumed in TPG’s presentations to Standard &
Poor’s. See ICNU/100, Schoenbeck/12, 20.
Applicants state that they do not have any definite plan for cutting costs or
changing the way PGE operates. Applicants characterize due diligence as an
investigation undertaken to assess a target company but that is not intended to result in an
operational plan. A due diligence review suggests areas to examine further for possible
savings but is not sufficient for planning cost reductions. The potential cuts identified in
TPG’s due diligence were not vetted by PGE. See OE/100, Davis/16. After this
transaction closes, Applicants explain that the new PGE Board and PGE management
will review the company’s operations to identify and implement efficiency improvements.
See OE/22, Davis/5. Applicants deny that their targeted financial results are dependent
on the cuts suggested in the due diligence process. See OE/100, Davis/17; OE/200,
Wheeler/10.
TPG and Intervenors also draw different conclusions about TPG’s plans
from its decision on Port Westward. TPG initially questioned whether market purchases
would be more economic than building Port Westward, but after conducting its own
analysis and reviewing the matter with PGE, it decided to support the commitment to the
plant. TPG views this as illustrative of its careful, reasoned analysis of resource decisions
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and its resolve to make necessary long-term investments in PGE. See OE/100, Davis/11.
Intervenors, however, consider TPG’s initial reservations and tepid support for Port
Westward indicative of a willingness to put off long-term investments. See ICNU
opening brief at 26-28. CUB believes TPG had no choice but to go along with Port
Westward while the cost cutting issue was being debated in this proceeding. See CUB
opening brief at 22.
TPG’s Other Businesses. CUB cites TPG’s record of making deep cuts in
jobs and capital expenditures after acquiring other businesses as evidence that its concern
about strategic cuts at PGE is well-founded. See CUB/300, Jenks-Brown/3-4. But TPG
demonstrated that in most cases it actually increased employment and capital
expenditures after restructuring operations, a pattern consistent with its investment
philosophy. See OE/500, Davis/12-17. We do not believe that these examples support
CUB’s argument that TPG would make drastic cuts at PGE. Because PGE has an
obligation to serve all customers in its allocated service territory, the utility presents a
different business model than TPG has encountered with its other businesses. TPG
would not be able to cut unprofitable products and services as it did in its other
businesses.
Due Diligence by Future Purchaser. Applicants claim that they would not
be able to profit from cost cutting or investment decisions that reduce the value of PGE
because a potential buyer would detect such actions through due diligence efforts and,
once detected, reduce its offer for PGE accordingly. See OE/100, Davis/10. Intervenors
point out that the effects of some actions, such as deferring generating plant maintenance,
may not surface until after TPG sells PGE. See AOI opening brief at 15-16. More
importantly, Applicants’ argument is undercut by their own statements about the inherent
limitations of due diligence, e.g., that it is conducted from an external vantage point with
limited information. See OE/100, Davis/15-16.
Commission Authority. Applicants argue that the Commission has ample
authority to identify and protect PGE customers from imprudent cost cutting, through its
general investigatory powers, ratemaking authority, integrated resource planning process,
and service quality measures. See OE opening brief at 44-45. CUB disagrees, stating that
the Commission is better able to deny recovery of imprudent expenditures than to require
more spending when appropriate. See CUB/300, Jenks-Brown/2. CUB questions Oregon
Electric’s claim that the Commission can order a utility to “rectify any deficiencies” in
investment. See CUB/300, Jenks-Brown/17-18. CUB notes that despite the
Commission’s oversight, Qwest Corporation, formerly US West Communications, Inc.,
failed to invest in its network for many years and then failed to deploy enough resources
to handle the resulting service problems. See CUB/300, Jenks-Brown/8-9.
Regarding the possible harms that arise from short-term ownership by
TPG, we make the following findings. TPG may sell PGE at any time within the next
12 years. Its analysis may have shown that investment in PGE will provide a reasonable
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return after 5 years, but we expect that TPG would always be assessing when to sell PGE.
TPG expects to profit from the sale of PGE, and its best strategy may be to sell PGE as
soon as possible. See Staff/200, Morgan/7.
In any event, TPG, at some point would decide it is time to try to sell PGE.
In making decisions with long term consequences, we find TPG's actions relating to
operating and investing in PGE could be affected by how much longer it expects to hold
the company.
Like any other business, TPG has an incentive to reduce costs to the extent
that it can retain the benefits, either through short-term earnings or eventual gain from the
sale of the business. Since TPG plans to sell PGE, it has an interest in improving
earnings in the short term to make PGE more attractive to potential buyers. The issue
here is whether TPG’s intention to sell PGE affects its ability to profit from cost cutting
and investment decisions that might eventually degrade customer service or lead to higher
costs. We find it does because due diligence by the next buyer and oversight by the
Commission cannot catch all instances of TPG’s spending and investment decisions that
may have harmful effects after it sells PGE. We expect the effect to be more pronounced
once TPG decides that it is time to sell PGE.
TPG itself noted the limitations of due diligence. The Commission has
broad regulatory authority, but the utility will always have better information about its
system and operations. TPG’s failure to increase O&M spending where necessary
presents a greater risk than a decision to cut O&M from current levels. Cuts in O&M are
easier to identify and then investigate, while needed increases in current spending are
harder to detect. The same is true for investment in PGE. Some investment needs, such
as resource needs identified in the planning process, are obvious candidates for regulatory
oversight. But the Commission may not be able to identify and require more
discretionary investments that could benefit customers, and TPG would make those
investments only if it could recover full value for them from the next purchaser.
The additional reporting on actual and budgeted O&M costs and capital
expenditures offered by Applicants would increase the likelihood that harmful cost
cutting would be detected through Commission oversight or due diligence efforts by
potential buyers. This potential for harm arising from short-term ownership, however,
could be further reduced with frequent, regular rate cases in two ways. First, rate cases
provide the best forum for a comprehensive examination of a utility’s costs by the
Commission and interested parties. Second, more frequent rate cases would reduce the
benefit of any overzealous cost cutting, although it may also reduce the incentive for
beneficial cuts. In the end, we find that PGE’s customers may be harmed by the proposed
acquisition, in that short-term ownership makes it somewhat more likely that they will be
exposed to the effects of poor spending and investment decisions. Such risks could cause
the degradation of utility service and the diminution of utility assets.
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3.

Transaction Terms not Final

Several Intervenors point out that the financing for the transaction has not
yet been finalized, and the details of the final transaction may affect how much pressure
will be placed on PGE to repay debt. See ICNU opening brief at 22; City of Portland
reply brief at 13. They also suggest that the ORS 757.511(2) requirement that the
application to purchase a utility identify, among other things, “[t]he applicant’s identity
and financial ability,” and “[t]he source and amounts of funds or other consideration to be
used in the acquisition” has not been met. BOMA argues that the Commission should
conduct an in-depth review of TPG’s finances, including its investors, to determine the
source of its revenues and to whether they will be able to support PGE in case liabilities
arise. See BOMA opening brief at 5.
We share the concern that financing has not been finalized. While
Applicants have secured a letter of credit from Credit Suisse First Boston LLC as proof of
their ability to finance the transaction, see Application, Ex 19, we do not know whether
the financing at the time of closing will be within the parameters of the information
presented in this proceeding. Although unlikely, a sharp rise in interest rates before
financing has been finalized would further increase Oregon Electric’s debt and compound
the associated harms previously identified. While this potential harm is minimal, it
cannot be dismissed.
4.

Lack of Transparency

A key criticism of many Intervenors is the lack of transparency of TPG.
While the lack of transparency is not itself a harm, Intervenors contend that it could lead
to some of the dangers associated with TPG’s short-term ownership and incentives for
cost cutting and diminished quality of service. URP argues that TPG’s lack of
transparency renders its application incomplete because ORS 757.511(2)(c) requires
disclosure of a utility purchaser’s source of funds.17
Intervenors’ concerns are heightened by the strong influence TPG will
have over the PGE Board of Directors. The City of Portland notes that access to relevant
TPG records will become even more important if PUHCA is repealed and TPG
restructures its ownership to hold 95 percent of the voting shares in PGE. See City of
Portland opening brief at 19. “Any inability to obtain potentially relevant documents
interferes with the Commission’s oversight role and that harms customers.” See CUB
opening brief at 18.

17

According to URP, TPG has refused to disclose investors in its funds that are being used to purchase PGE
or the investors in Oaktree Capital Management. See URP opening brief at 5. We note that Applicants in
fact disclosed its investors to Intervenors after seeking extra protection from the Commission. See ALJ
ruling (May 28, 2004).
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These concerns are based on the belief that the Commission lacks
regulatory authority to obtain information from TPG. Consequently, some Intervenors
have proposed additional conditions requiring that Applicants allow the Commission to
obtain TPG records that "are reasonably calculated to lead to information relating to
PGE." See CUB opening brief at 34; AOI reply brief at 8. Others introduced proposals
for access to documents related to TPG’s exercise of negative consent rights. See AOI
reply brief at 7; City of Portland opening brief at 13.
Contrary to the Intervenors’ belief, the Commission has the authority to
obtain information from TPG. First, under ORS 756.040, the Commission “shall make
use of the jurisdiction and powers of the office to protect…customers…from unjust and
unreasonable exactions and practices and to obtain for them adequate service at fair and
reasonable rates.” If we had reason to believe that TPG was exercising its influence over
PGE in any way that may have an effect on PGE’s rates and services, then we would have
authority to require TPG to provide information about the exercise of that influence.
While we do not read ORS 756.040 to give us authority to conduct an unlimited inquiry
into TPG’s books and records, the statute allows us to obtain information from TPG
regarding its control of PGE.
Second, in filing its application under ORS 757.511, TPG acknowledged its
status as an affiliate with PGE under ORS 757.511 if this application were approved. The
Commission has broad regulatory authority over affiliates of a utility. If TPG were to
engage in any transactions that fall under the Commission’s affiliated interest statutes, we
would be able to obtain information regarding those transactions.
Accordingly, while we share the Intervenors’ concerns about TPG’s shortterm ownership of PGE and our ability to detect all imprudent actions, such concerns are
not related to the Intervenors’ allegations of transparency as presented here.
B.

Potential Benefits

Applicants assert there are seven benefits to the proposed transaction. We
address each separately.
1.

Rate Credit

Applicants offer a rate credit totaling $43 million, with $8.6 million
applied to customer bills for five years starting in 2007. Applicants contend that this is a
pure benefit, and is not intended to compensate for any particular risk or harm.
Intervenors assert that Applicants’ rate credit is illusory.
As presented, the $43 million rate credit appears to provide benefits to
customers. Applicants, however, have greatly obscured this benefit by requiring it to be
offset with any cost savings found in future rate cases. Any cost saving—regardless of
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cause—would offset the rate credit. Thus, for example, if PGE’s costs decline by
$43 million or more for any reason over the next several years, Applicants would be able
to offset the entire rate credit with no need to show that the savings were related to
Oregon Electric’s ownership of PGE.
By failing to identify the basis for the $43 million rate credit, Applicants
have also frustrated any attempt to determine whether a causal link exists between future
cost savings and this application. In previous acquisition cases, applicants identified
synergies that resulted in specified savings to customers. See Order No. 97-196 at 5-6. In
such cases, the subsequently identified savings could be readily linked to the new
ownership. In contrast, Applicants here have indicated only that the rate credit represents
“an achievable level of savings in the next general rate case.” OE/500, Davis/23. They
have declined, however, to identify the possible source of these savings, and provide no
analysis to support their claim.
In addition to this causal uncertainty, it may be difficult to even
substantiate that savings used to offset the rate credit actually occurred. Applicants claim
that they could achieve cost savings by arguing that PGE’s costs had not increased as
much as they would have absent their ownership. See ICNU/502. As ICNU notes,
demonstrating such cost differences would be, in large part, a matter of speculation.
For these reasons, we agree with Intervenors that the rate credit, as
proposed, presents only a minimal benefit to customers. The required offset and no
identified basis make it difficult to determine whether customers will receive anything of
value as a result of this transition. If the rate credit were presented without the offset, we
would know that the customers are truly receiving $43 million in credits.
2.

Indemnification Provisions

Applicants claim that PGE customers will benefit from two categories of
indemnification provisions included in the proposed acquisition. These two groups are
the Shared and Non-Shared Special Indemnity Matters, which relate to potential liabilities
affecting only PGE, and the Tax and Benefit Matters, which relate to potential liabilities
that exist due to Enron’s ownership of PGE. We address each category in turn.
Shared Special and Non-Shared Special Indemnity Matters. The “Shared”
and “Non-Shared Special Indemnity Matters” are liabilities for which PGE is solely
liable, and not due to Enron ownership. See OE/102, Davis/1-4 (chart). As part of its
agreement with Enron, Oregon Electric negotiated contractual indemnifications
protecting PGE and Oregon Electric from these potential liabilities. Enron has agreed to
indemnify PGE up to $94 million. To fund this obligation, $94 million will be set aside
in an escrow account at closing from proceeds that otherwise would be paid to Enron.
See OE/500, Davis/21. Enron does not intend to indemnify PGE for these liabilities if the
sale to Applicants is not completed. See Enron/2, Bingham/4; Enron/3, Bingham/2.
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The value to PGE customers of this indemnification depends on three
issues: (1) the likelihood that a loss is assigned to PGE; (2) whether the loss would be
charged directly to customers; and (3) whether there would be an indirect effect on
customers if the loss instead is borne by PGE’s shareholder, Oregon Electric. The record
is silent on the first. Applicants did not provide any data on the value of the liabilities.
See Staff/900, Morgan/6. As to the second, PGE states that it would seek to recover
losses from customers, such as those losses arising from its provision of customer service.
See PGE/100, Piro/27-29. CUB, however, disagrees with this assertion because the loss
might be the result of PGE’s failure to comply with the law. See CUB/300,
Jenks-Brown/23-24. Applicants respond that even if the loss is not charged to customers,
they would benefit to the extent the indemnification protects PGE’s financial health, as
suggested by the third issue above. See OE reply brief at 24. But CUB notes that the
effect of any harm to the company, such as a higher cost of capital, should not be passed
through to customers. See CUB/300, Jenks-Brown/24.
We find that indemnification for the Shared and Non-Shared Indemnity
Matters is a benefit for PGE’s customers, akin to an insurance policy which may never be
used. However, given the lack of evidence about the magnitude of the risk PGE faces,
and the uncertainty as to whether such obligations would be borne by customers, we
cannot, and do not, assign much value to those potential benefits.
Tax and Benefit Matters. Enron will also indemnify PGE for up to
$1.25 billion in after-tax losses related to the Tax and Benefit Matters, also known as the
“control group” liabilities. These liabilities exist because of Enron’s ownership of PGE.
Enron has provided indemnification for the control group liabilities as part of its
separation agreements for other subsidiaries and would consider indemnifying PGE if the
sale to Oregon Electric does not occur. See Enron/2, Bingham/3-4. Although not
guaranteed, PGE’s customers will likely have this protection even if we do not approve
the sale to Oregon Electric. Therefore, we find that indemnification for the control group
liabilities under Oregon Electric’s application provides minimal benefit.18
3.

Service Quality Measures

Oregon Electric agrees to continue the current service quality measures
(SQMs) established under the Enron order, which are due to expire at the end of 2006, for
another ten years. Oregon Electric will also develop and implement a new billing
accuracy SQM, subject to Commission approval.
The SQM provides guaranteed rate reductions if PGE fails to meet the
standards. Once the SQM agreement expires, customers will no longer have the
protections the SQM provides. Extending these reductions is a benefit of the transaction,
18

We also presume that the Bankruptcy Court would dispose of claims related to Enron prior to the final
distribution of shares to creditors.
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although it does not have great value. We agree with ICNU witness Schoenbeck that
these types of service quality assurances are activities that a “prudent, well-managed
utility would already be providing to its customers.” See ICNU/100, Schoenbeck/2.
4.

Local Focus

Applicants claim that they will restore the local focus of PGE with a
commitment to maintain at least five Oregonians on the PGE Board of Directors. An
Oregonian will also serve as chair of the Board. Oregon Electric contends that this strong
local presence will bring greater sensitivity to local issues, along with providing PGE
with a higher degree of accountability to customers.
We find no benefit from this commitment. PGE currently has a local
focus. Moreover, a local presence on the board of directors is common in the energy
industry, especially here in the Pacific Northwest. As ICNU notes, Northwest Natural
Gas Company, Avista Corporation, Puget Sound Energy, and PacifiCorp all have strong
local representation on their board of directors. See ICNU/100, Schoenbeck/5.
5.

TPG Assistance

TPG claims that its role in the ownership of PGE will benefit customers,
due to its experience and expertise in helping companies through periods of transition.
TPG claims it will be able to assist and guide the PGE Board regarding long-term
strategy, capital investment decisions, and operational issues.
We are not persuaded by TPG’s assertion for two reasons. First, TPG has
no experience in the utility industry. Second, its argument presumes that this assistance
cannot be obtained elsewhere. As stated by witnesses Antonuk and Vickroy, “These
‘benefits’ really do little more than restate what are fundamental, baseline obligations of
utilities.” See ICNU/200, Antonuk-Vickroy/12.
6.

Commitment to Low-Income Customers

Oregon Electric will extend for 10 years PGE’s in-kind donations to
Oregon HEAT, along with increasing its shareholders’ annual cash donation from
$50,000 to $100,000. Additionally, Oregon Electric agrees to participate in a group led
by PGE to work on additional programs for low-income customers.
This is a tangible benefit to customers of this transaction. However, the
benefit is limited to a particular group of customers, and is an extremely small amount,
approximately .01 percent, of PGE’s retail revenue. See ICNU/100, Schoenbeck/12.
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7.

End of Enron Ownership.

Applicants contend that this transaction will immediately end Enron
ownership, resulting in stable and known ownership by Oregon Electric. According to
Applicants, this certainty will benefit PGE as it can focus on providing excellent service
rather than facing ongoing distractions caused by continued Enron ownership.
The end of Enron’s ownership will occur without this transaction. The
question is whether the immediate end of Enron’s ownership is a customer benefit. PGE
is not a distressed company, either financially or operationally. The utility has continued
normal operations throughout the bankruptcy, and has continued to maintain and invest in
its system. Because of the current stability of PGE, and the certainty of an eventual end
of Enron ownership, we do not find the benefit asserted by Applicants.
V.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

A.

Net Benefits

As previously stated, the Commission must review the application, with
the amendments and conditions agreed to by Applicants, to determine the harms and
benefits of the transaction. If the benefits outweigh the harms, then the net benefit
standard has been met and the application must be granted. The Commission has
discretion to issue a conditional order approving the acquisition if certain requirements
are met. If those hurdles cannot be overcome, then the application must be denied.
To take into account the transitional nature of PGE’s ownership, we
perform this analysis by comparing the benefits and harms of Applicants’ proposal
against a backdrop of PGE as a separate and distinct entity. In this analysis, we assume
that PGE will function as it is currently, essentially as a stand-alone entity.
As discussed above, there are few benefits to Applicants’ proposal. Of the
seven benefits advocated by Applicants, three provide no value to PGE’s ratepayers. On
this record, we cannot conclude that Applicants’ commitment to local focus, TPG’s
expertise, and the end of Enron ownership provide ratepayers any benefit they would not
receive if PGE continues to operate as a stand-alone entity. The remaining four claimed
benefits provide minimal value. At first glance, the $43 million rate credit and the
indemnifications appear significant. Our examination above, however, casts doubt on
whether these provisions would provide any value to ratepayers. Similarly, the extension
of the SQM agreement and commitment to assist low-income customers provides little
value to customers they would not have received without this transaction.
We identified several sources of harm in this application. The primary
source stems from Applicants’ proposal to finance the purchase of PGE with an excessive
amount of debt. As discussed above, the high debt percentage in the consolidated capital
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structure would likely result in lower credit ratings for PGE than it would in absence of
this transaction. This large debt service requirement also presents the possibility that
Oregon Electric’s debt will be less than investment grade, which increases the likelihood
that PGE may engage in imprudent cost cutting and reduced capital investments if
earnings drop. Moreover, this debt increases the risks associated with the lack of final
financing terms. We are also concerned about imprudent cost cutting and reduced capital
investment due to the short term ownership of PGE.
These sources of harm do not stand in isolation. Rather, they represent a
package of potential harms that, combined, could result in the degradation of service,
increased customer rates, a weakened financial structure for PGE, and diminution of
utility assets as compared to PGE as a stand-alone utility. We conclude that the collective
risk these harms represent outweigh the potential benefits of the acquisition, which we
have shown are minimal. Applicants have failed to establish that customers would be
better served under this acquisition than they would be if PGE remained as a separate and
distinct entity. Accordingly, the application, as presented, does not provide a net benefit
to PGE’s customers.19
B.

Conditional Order

We decline to issue a conditional order authorizing the acquisition if
certain requirements are met. Staff and Intervenors presented numerous conditions for
our consideration to mitigate alleged harms. Some proposed conditions addressed narrow
issues, such as the filing of future rate cases or added requirements of a cash-sweep
provision. Other conditions went to the core of the application itself.
We previously questioned the limits of our authority to impose conditions
under ORS 757.511(3). This issue arose when reviewing substantive conditions proposed
above. While the statute may provide the authority to add conditions to modify a
transaction so that it "serves the public utility's customers in the public interest," we
cannot offset the potential harms presented in piecemeal fashion. Many of these harms
are intertwined and linked—directly and indirectly—with each other. An attempt to
eliminate one source may do little to mitigate the overall risk. More importantly, a
condition crafted to address one potential harm may require the modification of other
conditions, or possibly create other risks not previously considered. Consequently, any
attempt to remedy this application would lead to an extended exercise that would likely
result in the Commission drafting a new application. Such an approach turns
ORS 757.511(3) on its head and contradicts the statute's directive that the applicant bears
the burden to demonstrate that its proposal serves the utility’s customers in the public
interest.

19

Due to our determination that the application does not provide a net benefit, we need not decide whether
it is in the public interest, i.e., that it does not impose a detriment on Oregon citizens as a whole.
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Furthermore, in many instances, there are multiple sets of conditions that
could be imposed to address the identified harms. If we were to undertake a redrafting of
the agreement, we lack the necessary basis to determine which set is most appropriate. In
other words, we cannot choose the best package of conditions for the Applicants. For
these reasons, we decline to issue a conditional order in this case.
C.

Other Issues

As discussed above, Staff and Intervenors present numerous conditions to
impose on this application. We take this opportunity to address a number of these
conditions that are not related to either the harms of the transaction, or the transaction
itself. Most of these proposals are tendered as a factor to be weighed in determining
whether the application is “in the public interest.” For example, ICNU and Strategic
Energy advocate for a condition requiring PGE to develop and file proposals promoting
direct access, a condition that would begin a process, but not obligate PGE to spend
significant resources on direct access at this time. The City of Portland, CUB, and RNP
urge the Commission to press Applicants to increase and solidify their commitment to
renewable energy sources during the time Applicants own PGE. The City of Portland and
CUB also point to testimony filed by CADO/OECA as a reason to require Applicants to
increase their contribution to Oregon HEAT. See City of Portland opening brief at 33;
CUB opening brief at 43.20 These conditions may have been part of stipulated
agreements in the past, and may have even been agreed to in part by Applicants in this
case. However, Intervenors have failed to provide any statutory basis to authorize our
adoption of those conditions under ORS 757.511.
We agree with Intervenors that promotion of direct access, renewable
energy sources, and low-income assistance are important goals, and we will pursue them
as we have in the past. We can also understand that Intervenors were able to secure
favorable conditions in stipulations in past dockets and so pursued their causes in this
docket. However, an applicant submits the benefits of its application. Once the applicant
determines that it is not amending its application with the addition of such provisions, we
question the parties' ability to pursue conditions unrelated to harms posed by the
transaction. While we have authority to place some conditions on an order approving an
application, we do not believe we have the authority to add conditions for the sole
purpose of adding benefits.

20

The City of Portland also wants TPG to negotiate a modern franchise agreement. See City of Portland
opening brief at 35. The City also appears to recognize that we do not have jurisdiction over that issue and
that it is not directly tied to this transaction. Id.
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